Chapter 26 Powerpoint Project

Section 4, Part 1 Instructions
Cultural Diversity in Southwest Asia

- You will base your powerpoint on the information from page 494 and the top half of page 495. Also include the box about Jerusalem on the right hand side of page 495. Do not include the section on The Rise of Christianity.

- Your section is short. You will probably need to research extra information about Judaism to include in your powerpoint.

- Include the “Setting the Scene” section in your powerpoint. However, it should only use up one or two slides.

- Do not copy sentences directly out of the book unless they are definitions for key words, or they are sentences that I have listed below for you to underline.

- Remember to make key words like muezzin bold and to define them.

- Written below are sentences that will be on the test. Include these in your powerpoint and remember to underline them.
  - The high tower of a mosque is called a minaret. From the tops of these pillars, a person called a muezzin calls Muslims to pray five times a day.
  - Judaism, Christianity and Islam all have their beginnings in the Middle East.
  - Jerusalem is a holy city for Jews, Christians and Muslims because important events happened there for each of these religions.

Also, you may not include pictures of Muhammed or Allah because showing their pictures is considered very offensive to Muslims.